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l-"n:lot fI n{ts. AII parrs carry equal nmaracs" Wnfireanswer of,each part in short. [1012:261I. a) Why software project management is more
important?

b) How can 
_we 

distinguish projcct and buuineuuobjectives? -
c) What are the three project activities needcd flor

WBS?

d) 
!1ite any three network diagrammatie methods"
Discuss in brief

e) What is the use of check point in monitoring?
0 Give the significance of cost benefit *n*tyui'u
g) Differentiate between product and proees, ,__,,O
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h) What are the techniques ro. .nnur}ff:"#,Ti3
quali[y?

i) I-ist the steps involved in selecting the rightperson
for the job

j) At what level the high level risks are taken place?

Section - B
.Attermpt amy five questions frorn this section.

(5x10=S0)
2" Explain the various steps involved in step wise project

planning

Illustrate few problems associated with software projects.
F{ow these probiems will be rectified?

Explain the process of prioritizing monitoring, Give
exarnples

Givc the methodology used to evaluate risks in a project

Explain the eamed value analysis method

Eriefly explain about testing strategies

Dise uss in detail about network model
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List down the important software project risks and outrine
the strategies used to mitigate thern

Section * C

Atternpt any fwo questions fromr tlris sectiom.

10. Briefly exptain about ,ERT and CpM ,rn.ff,l't;fll
suitable examples?

!,1.

1,2.

Ifthe project can be deliveredwithin the deadrine, exprain
how it will be changed in stepwise project planning?
Explain your answer with suitable example?

Describe in detail about cost benefit evaluation techniques
and its methods with example. Why it is important to
making agood software?
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